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A b s t r a c t
In this thesis we present three original algorithms which solve the distributed mutual 
exclusion problem. Two of the three solve the problem of allowing only one site at a time 
into the critical section. The third solves the more difficult problem of allowing a specific 
number of sites (k sites) into the critical section at a time.
All three algorithms are "Token Based". That is, they make use of a token and token 
queue in order to guarantee mutual exclusion. Only the site that currently has the token 
is allowed to enter it’s critical section in the 1 mutual exclusion algorithms. Only the sites 
that have seen the token since they requested it are allowed to enter their critical sections 
in the k  mutual exclusion algorithm.
The primary goal of our algorithms is efficiency. Both of our 1 mutual exclusion 
algorithms require between 2 and n messages per critical section (n being the number of 
sites) depending on the number of requests for the critical section. Our k  mutual exclusion 
has similar requires between 3 and n messages per critical section depending on the 
number of requests for the critical section. In all three algorithms, the number of 
messages per critical section improve as the number of requests for the critical section 
increase.
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C h a p t e r  1
In t r o d u c t io n
The Mutual Exclusion Problem is the problem of allowing a system resource to be 
shared in such a way that only one process or a small number of processes are allowed 
access to the resource at a time. For example, we would want all processes to be able to 
use a line printer, however the line printer should be restricted to one process at a time.
This thesis deals with the problem of Mutual Exclusion in a Distributed System, or 
Distributed Mutual Exclusion. In a computer system, centralized or distributed, there exist 
resources that are shared between multiple processes. Some of these resources must be 
restricted so as to allow only one or a small number of processes access at any given 
time. For example, it would not be appropriate to allow more than one process to print 
to the line printer at the same time. Therefore, use of the line printer resource must be 
restricted to one process at a time.
Three algorithms are presented which solve the distributed mutual exclusion problem. 
The first two allow only one process to enter the critical section at a time and require 
between 2 and n messages to be sent between processes for each entry into the critical 
section (n being the number of nodes in the distributed system). The third algorithm
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allows up to k  processes at a time to enter the critical section and requires between 3 and 
n messages to be sent between processes for each entry into the critical section.
The distinguishing feature of the first two algorithms is that as the number of requests 
for the critical section increases, the number of messages sent between processes remains 
the same. This has the effect of reducing the number of messages per critical section entry 
as the number of requests goes up.
The third algorithm is similar to the first two in the sense that as the number of critical 
section requests increases, the average number of messages required per critical section 
entry decreases.
1.1 D e f in it io n s
Shared resources are typically accessed only through a limited number of code 
segments. Therefore, by limiting access to these code segments, one could effectively 
limit access to the resource itself. These code segments are referred to as Critical 
Sections. The term critical section is used interchangeably with mutual exclusion and in 
this thesis should be taken to mean the same thing.
A Distributed System, by definition, is a system in which processes are allowed to
communicate with each other only by passing messages back and forth. Processes do not 
share any common memory and do not share a common clock.
There are three main requirements for a mutual exclusion algorithm. The algorithm 
should be free from Starvation, free from Deadlock, and provide a large degree of 
Fairness.
Starvation occurs when a process makes a request to enter the critical section but the 
request is never granted. There are a number for causes of starvation. In the final analysis, 
however, it is a shortcoming of the particular algorithm.
Deadlock can occur when multiple processes are requesting multiple resources. For 
example, process Pl makes requests for resources R, and R2. At the same time, process 
P2 makes requests for resources R2 and R,. It may happen that P, is granted Rj and P2 is 
granted R2. When Pt requests R2, it is unavailable due to the fact that it has been granted 
to P2. Therefore, PI waits for R2 to become available. Meanwhile, P2 makes a request for 
Rj. Since R, is being held by Pj, P2 waits until it becomes available. This is the classic 
deadlock scenario. Both Pl and P2 will wait forever for their second resource to be 
granted while not releasing the first resource granted to them.
The last requirement of a mutual exclusion algorithm is that it provides some degree 
of Fairness. An unfair algorithm gives some sort of preference to certain processes. The
other processes are not given the same preference and are said to be treated unfairly. For 
example, we would say that an algorithm is unfair if it is more likely to grant process 
P j’s request than to grant process P2's request.
The three algorithms presented in this thesis are free from starvation and are fair. They 
do not address the issue of deadlock due to the fact that they are designed to handle the 
mutual exclusion of a single resource while deadlock can only occur in an environment 
with multiple resources.
All three algorithms are Token Based and use a Token Queue. One simple method 
of achieving mutual exclusion is to have a single message called the Token. A site can 
only enter the critical section when it has the token. Once the site is done with the critical 
section, it sends the token to some other site which needs to use the token in order to 
enter its critical section. The question arises of "How does the site with the token know 
where to send the token next?". A queue is appended to the token with a list of all sites 
that are to receive the token. This is called the Token Queue. The site with the token has 
received the token because it reached the front of the queue. It removes itself from the 
queue and sends the token and token queue to the new site at the front of the queue. It 
is important to note that the queue is part of the token and not a separate message. When 
sending the token, the queue automatically is sent with the token as a single message.
51 .2  P r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t
We are now ready to state the problem that this thesis attempts to solve: Given a 
distributed system, access to a shared resource must be limited to either one or a small 
number of processes at a time while guaranteeing that no process will starve and that all 
processes will be treated fairly.
1.3 C o n s t r a in t s  A n d  A s s u m p t io n s
There is one assumption that all three algorithms rely upon. This assumption is that all 
messages will take a finite and measurable amount of time to reach their destinations. 
This is to say that there is some maximum amount of time, Tmax, in which each message 
is guaranteed to reach its destination. Furthermore, Tmax is both measurable and known.
As stated earlier, our algorithms do not solve the problem of deadlock. Our algorithms 
deal with only one resource. Deadlock is a situation arising in a multiple resource 
environment.
1.4  G o a l s
The primary goal of these algorithms is to minimize message traffic during periods 
when the critical section is being heavily requested. The more processes that request the
6critical section at one time, the fewer messages per critical section entry are required. Our 
secondary goal is to present our algorithms in a way that highlights their simplicity and 
elegance.
1.5 L im it a t io n s
The algorithms in this thesis are somewhat limited in scope. As mentioned earlier, the 
issue of deadlock is not dealt with due to the single resource nature of the algorithm. 
Also, the issue of site failure is not dealt with here. We just assume that sites do not fail 
while the algorithm is running.
1.6 O r g a n iz a t io n
The remainder of this thesis is divided into 6 chapters numbered 2 through 7. Chapter 
2 gives an overview of what work has been done in the field of distributed mutual 
exclusion. Chapter 3 develops a basic algorithm in order to demonstrate the underlying 
concepts of our three algorithms. Chapters 4 through 6 are each devoted to one of our 
algorithms. Chapter 7 gives some concluding remarks and outlines some possible future 
extensions to our work.
C h a p t e r  2
R e l a t e d  R e se a r c h
The problem of Distributed Mutual Exclusion has been studies much in the past ten 
years. There are two types of mutual exclusion algorithms; Token based algorithms and 
Response based. Token based algorithms use a special message type called the token. 
Only one token message exists in the system. It is passed from site to site. The site that 
has possession of the token is allowed to execute the critical section. Since only one token 
message exists, mutual exclusion is guaranteed.
Response based algorithms require a site interested in entering the critical section to 
send requests to either all or a subset of all the other sites. A response must be received 
from all the sites to which a request was made before the requesting site is allowed to 
enter the critical section.
This chapter examines the classic algorithms in both the Token based and Response 
based areas.
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2.1 T o k e n  B a se d
In this section we present a survey of the major contributions in the area of Token 
Based Distributed Mutual Exclusion algorithms.
2.1 .1  S u z u k i  A n d  K a s a m i
In Suzuki and Kasami’s algorithm [10] each site interested in the critical section sends 
requests to all other sites. These requests are numbered from 1 to n. Each site maintains 
an array of n entries which contain the most recent request received for each of the n 
sites. The token has a similar array of n entries which contains the most recent request 
fulfilled for each of the n sites. The token also has a queue of requests that need to be 
fulfilled.
When a site makes a token request, it increments its request number and sends out a 
request with that number to all other sites.
When a site receives a request, it checks its array of requests to see if the sequence 
number of this request is greater than the last request sequence number for that site. If 
so, it updates the current request sequence number for that site. If  not, it ignores the 
request.
When a site is done with the token, it goes through its array of request sequence 
numbers for all n sites and compares them with the token array of the sequence numbers 
fulfilled. If a site, S; has a greater sequence number in the request array than in the token 
fulfilled array, and 5,- is not on the token queue, S; is appended to the token queue. If a 
site, S; has a lower sequence number in the request array than in the token fulfilled array, 
then 5, ’s entry in the request array is updated to the value in the token fulfilled array.
The token is sent to the first site on the token queue. When received, that site removes 
itself from the front of the token queue and enters the critical section.
As can be easily seen the number of messages required per critical section entry is n-1 
requests plus 1 token message or n messages per each critical section entry.
2 .1 .2  R ic a r t  A n d  A g r a w a l a
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm [6] is an improvement to Suzuki and Kasami’s. The 
main difference is that there is no token queue. Each site maintains an array of n token 
requests, and the token queue maintains an array of n request fulfillments.
When a site makes a token request, it increments its request number and sends out a 
request with that number to all other sites.
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When a site receives a request, it checks its array of requests to see if the sequence 
number of this request is greater than the last request sequence number for that site. If 
so, it updates the current request sequence number for that site. If not, it ignores the 
request.
When a site is done with the token, it can easily determine which sites are requesting 
the token by comparing its array of request sequence numbers with the token’s array of 
fulfilled sequence numbers. Each site that has a higher request sequence number than 
fulfilled sequence number is requesting the token. Since the token no longer has a queue, 
the local site must select one site which is requesting the token to send the token to. One 
method for selecting the site to get the token next is to pick the lowest numbered site that 
is higher than that of the current site. This approach achieves a high degree of fairness. 
In essence, site S, checks sites Si+l, S,+2, SU3, ..., S,„ Sh S2, ... Siml for the first one that is 
requesting the token. Another method for selecting the site to send the token next is to 
pick the lowest numbered site that is requesting the token. This is obviously not fair since 
it can greatly favor the low numbered sites.
As can be easily seen the number of messages required per critical section entry is n-l 
requests plus 1 token message or n messages per each critical section entry.
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2 .1 .3  S in g h a l
Singhal’s algorithm [8] is an improvement on Ricart and Agrawala’s. The main 
difference is that each node maintains an array of the probable states of all n sites. Each 
site can be "Requesting the token, "E"xecuting the critical section, "N"ot requesting the 
token, or "H"olding the token. When a site becomes interested in the token, it sends 
requests to all the sites that it believes are "Requesting the token. The token also 
maintains an array of the possible states of all n sites.
When a site sends a token request it also sends its information about the possible states 
of sites. The receiving site can then determine on a site by site basis, which information 
is more up to date, the information attached to the token request or its own local state 
array. This is done with sequence numbers in the same way as both the Ricart and 
Agrawala algorithm and the Suzuki and Kasami algorithm.
When a site wants to request the token, it sends requests to all sites that it currently 
thinks are "Requesting the token. Along with these requests, it sends its own array of 
possible states of all n sites.
When a site receives a request, it uses the array of possible states to update its local 
array of possible states. If the receiving site is also "Requesting the token, but has not
12
sent a request to the requesting site, it then sends out a request along with its array of 
possible state information.
When a site receives the token, it uses the token array of possible states to update its 
local array of possible states, sets its state to "E"xecuting the critical section and then 
executes the critical section. After finishing with the critical section, it checks to see if 
there are any states that are "R"equesting the token. If so, it uses one of the two methods 
described in Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm to select the next site to receive the token. 
Before the token is sent, it attaches its own array of possible states to the token. If there 
are no sites requesting the token, it keeps the token and sets its own state to "H"olding 
the token.
When the system is initialized, each site thinks that all the lower numbered sites are 
"Requesting and all the higher numbered sites are "N"ot requesting.
The performance of Singhal’s algorithm turns out to be about (n+l)l2  messages per 
critical section. This is due to the fact that requests are sent to only about half of the sites 
instead of all of the sites with the two previous algorithms.
2.1 .4  R a y m o n d
Raymond’s algorithm [4] is a tree based algorithm. The root of the tree holds the token.
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Each node communicates only with its immediate neighbors. Each node knows which of 
its neighbors is on the path to the root where the token is. This node is referred to as 
Near. A site requests the token by sending a request message to its Near node.
If a site becomes interested in the token and it has not received a request from any of 
its children, it sends a request to Near and places itself in its local request queue. While 
the site is waiting for the token, it places any requests that it might receive from its 
children in the same queue without making further requests.
If a site receives a token request from one of its children with the site itself not being 
interested in the token, then the child is placed in the local queue and a token request is 
sent to Near. While the site is waiting for the token, it places any more requests that it 
might receive from its children in the same queue without making further requests. 
Furthermore, if the site itself becomes interested in the token, it just places itself in the 
local queue without any further requests.
When a site receives the token from its Near neighbor, the direction of the edge 
between itself and its Near neighbor is changed. The site becomes the root of the tree. 
The first entry on the local queue is removed. If that entry is the site itself, then the 
critical section is executed. If that entry is one of the sites children, then the token is sent 
to that child, and the direction of the edge between the site and the child is reversed
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effectively making the child the new Near node. If the sites local queue is not empty, 
then a token request is sent to the node that just received the token; the new Near node.
Raymond’s algorithm requires log(n) messages per critical section entry due to the tree 
nature of the algorithm. Also, no special sequence numbers or queue stmctures are needed 
in this algorithm.
2.1 .5  T r e h e l  A n d  N a im i
In Trehel and Naimi’s algorithm [11] each site has two variables, NewRoot and Next. 
NewRoot is the site that is believed to hold the token and where requests are sent to. Next 
is the next site to enter the critical section after the local site has entered the critical 
section.
When a site becomes interested in the token, it sends a request to NewRoot. When 
NewRoot receives the request, it will either set its Next to the requesting site or forward 
the request to its NewRoot. If it is requesting the token and has no site currently in its 
Next variable, it will set Next to the requesting site. If it is not requesting the token or if 
it is requesting but already has a site in its Next then it will forward the request to its 
NewRoot. In both cases, it changes its NewRoot to the requesting site since it is a site that 
will be receiving the token soon.
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When a site receives the token, it uses the critical section. When done, it checks to see 
if its Next has a site in it. If so, it sends the token to that site and clears the variable. If 
not, it holds the token until it receives a request.
This algorithm provides simplicity of local data structures with no token queue while 
requiring only log(n) messages per critical section entry.
Trehel and Naimi’s improved algorithm [12] tries to reduce the number of requests 
forwarded by changing Next to a request queue and adding a token queue. Instead of 
forwarding multiple requests, they are stored in the queue. When a site is finished with 
its critical section, it appends the local queue onto the token queue, sets its NewRoot to 
the last site on the token queue, and sends the token to the first site on the token queue. 
This algorithm also requires log(n) messages per critical section entry with a lower 
multiplying coefficient.
2 .2  R e s p o n s e  B a se d
In this section we present a survey of the major contributions in the area of Response 
Based Distributed Mutual Exclusion algorithms. By Reply Based Algorithms we generally 
mean algorithms in which a site wishing to enter its critical section can only do so once 
it has received a response to every one of its requests.
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2.2 .1  L a m p o r t
In all fairness, Lamport’s algorithm [2] was never intended to be a serious algorithm 
at all. It was intended only as an illustration of a possible use for logical time clocks. The 
topic of logical time clocks is the primary focus of the paper. With this in mind, we 
explore the algorithm.
Lamport proposes a strategy whereby all events in a distributed system can be given 
a timestamp as to when they occurred with a reasonable degree of accuracy. This 
timestamp strategy is shown to have a useful application in distributed mutual exclusion 
among other things.
In the distributed mutual exclusion example that Lamport gives, each message is given 
a timestamp. This includes token requests, token passes, and other messages.
When a site requests the token it sends requests to all other sites. A site receiving a 
requests places the request in a priority queue in order of the timestamp. The request at 
the front of the queue has the earliest timestamp. The receiving site also sends a response 
or acknowledgment message to the requesting site.
A site enters the critical section when its own request is at the front of the queue and 
it has received a message from all other sites with a timestamp larger than its own.
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When a site determines that it can enter the critical section, it does so. When done, it 
sends a release message to all other site.
It can easily be seen that Lamport’s strategy requires 3 (n -l) messages per critical 
section entry. For every entry there are n- 1 requests, n-1 acknowledgments, and n-1 
releases.
2 .2 .2  R ic a r t  A n d  A g r a w a la
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm [6,7] is an improvement to Lamport’s. Instead of 
having both a response and a release message as in Lamport’s algorithm, only a response 
message is used in this algorithm. Implied in the response message is a release.
As with Lamport’s algorithm, a site interested in the critical section sends timestamped 
request messages to all other sites.
A site receiving a request can immediately determine weather itself or the requesting 
site should enter the critical section first based on the timestamp. If the receiving site 
should enter the critical section first, then a response message is deferred until after the 
receiving site has finished the critical section. If the requesting site should enter the 
critical section first, then a response is sent immediately. Of course, if a receiving site is 
not requesting the critical section, a response is also sent immediately.
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This algorithm reduces Lamport’s messages per critical section entry to 2(n-l). This 
is due to the elimination of the release messages.
2 .2 .3  C a r v a l h o  A n d  R o u c a ir o l
Carvalho and Roucairol’s algorithm [1] is an improvement to Ricart and Agrawala’s 
algorithm. Carvalho and Roucairol have noticed that some request messages are not 
necessary. When a site, S, becomes interested in the critical section it only sends requests 
to all sites who have requested the critical section since S; last requested the critical 
section. Sites that have not made a request for the critical section are assumed to not be 
interested in the critical section, and are not sent requests. It is implied that they give their 
permission to enter the critical section.
An array is used at each site to record which sites have requested the critical section 
since the critical section was last entered.
When a site requests the critical section, it sends requests to all sites which have 
requested the critical section since the last request. This information is stored in the local 
array. The sites that have not requested the critical section are assumed to give response 
messages. The array of which sites have requested the critical section is then cleared.
When a site receives a request for the critical section, it acts the same as the Ricart and
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Agrawala algorithm. It also makes a note in its array that the site has requested the 
critical section.
The performance of Carvalho and Roucairol’s algorithm depends on the pattern and 
frequency of requests. It can range from 0 messages per critical section entry to 2 (n -l).
2.2.4 SlNGHAL
Singhal’s algorithm [9] is similar to Carvalho and Roucairol’s. Each site maintains a 
Request set, R , and an Inform set /.
When a site becomes interested in the critical section, it must send a request to each 
site in the request set. A response must be received by each of these sites before the 
critical section can be entered.
When a request is received, the receiving site determines the order in which it and the 
requesting site should enter their critical sections based on the timestamp of the request. 
If  the requesting site should execute first, then the requesting site is added to the request 
set and both a response and a request are sent to the requesting site. If the receiving site 
should execute first, then the requesting site is added to the inform set, I. If the receiving 
site is not interested in the critical section, then a response is sent to the requesting site 
and the requesting site is added to the request set, R.
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When a site receives a response, it removes that entry from its request set, R. When 
the request set becomes empty, the site is allowed to enter its critical section. Upon 
completion of the critical section, replies are sent to all sites in the inform set, I, and the 
inform set is copied to the request set.
When the system is initialized, each site places all lower numbered sites in its request 
set and places only itself in its inform set.
This algorithm has similar performance to that of Carvalho and Roucairol’s. The 
message traffic can range between 0 and 2(n-1) messages per critical section depending 
on the pattern and frequency of requests.
2 .2 .5  M a e k a w a
Maekawa’s algorithm [3] is significantly different from the others. Given a distributed 
system with n sites, the sites are divided into n subsets numbered 1 to n each containing 
• f n sites. This implies that each site belongs to more then one subset. We can say that a 
site represents a subset if the site is a member of the subset. Each site, then, represents 
several subsets. The subsets are chosen so that each subset is represented by at least one 
member of every subset.
When a site becomes interested in the critical section, it needs only to send requests
to all the sites in the subset with the same number as the site itself. Site S, sends requests 
to all sites in subset 1 for example. Since all subsets are represented by these sites, a 
response from each site in the subset means that all subsets have granted permission to 
enter the critical section.
When a site finishes with the critical section, it sends a release to all sites in the subset. 
This in essence sends a release to all subsets.
As can be easily seen, this algorithm requires / n requests, / n replies, and ' f  n releases. 
The total being 3-f n messages per critical section entry.
C h a p t e r  3
P r e l im in a r ie s
In this chapter we develop a simple and basic algorithm for solving the distributed 
mutual exclusion problem. Although this algorithm may have some problems with it, it 
is used to illustrate the basic techniques of our other algorithms.
3.1  T h e  D is t r ib u t e d  S y s t e m
We begin by introducing a distributed system. This system will be used as an 
illustration for all of our algorithms. It is made up of six nodes or sites labeled Sj through 
S6. The topology of connections between the sites is not of importance for this discussion 
and is therefore not shown. We can assume that each node is able to communicate with 
every other node. That is to say that there are no nodes in the system that are isolated 







Figure 3.1: D istributed System
3 .2  M e s s a g e s
By definition, sites in a distributed system can only communicate with each other by 
sending messages. Messages are represented pictorially as arrows. Figure 3.2 shows site 
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Figure 3.2: Message Passing
3 .3  T o k e n
As mentioned earlier, our algorithms use a token. The token is a message that is passed 
from site to site. There is only one token message in the distributed system. Therefore, 
mutual exclusion is achieved by allowing only the site that currently has the token to 
enter the critical section. The site using the token does not send it to the next site until 
it is done using the critical section. The token is represented in the diagram as a box with 
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Figure 3.3: Passing The Token
3 .4  T o k e n  R e q u e s t s
So far, we have the basics of a distributed system and a token that gets passed around. 
Only the site that currently has the token is allowed to enter the critical section. This is 
a good theoretical start, but in a practical situation, how does the site with the token know 
where to send it next? A similar question might be asked; How does a site that wants the 
token make its request known to the other sites in a manner that will guarantee that it 
receives the token?
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A first draft at the solution might involve having a site send request messages to all 
other sites when it becomes interested in the token. There are some obvious problems 
with this approach. What happens if other sites are making similar requests? The site that 
currently has the token may receive two different requests. It can only send the token to 
one of the two requesting sites. Another scenario is that the token may be in transit 
between sites when a token request is sent or received. No site currently has the token so 
the requests received at each site are ignored since each site does not have the token. 
Consider also the number of messages per critical section. Given a system with n sites, 
a requesting site must send n-1 requests. The token being sent to the site that requested 
it is another message. Already there have been n messages sent and 1 critical section 
entered. The numbers don’t get any better when more than one site is requesting the token 
at the same time.
We diverge for a moment to a theory in computer architecture. It states that if you want 
to speed up a machine (CPU), concentrate on the instructions that account for the most 
execution time. It doesn’t make sense to try to speed up an instruction that accounts for 
3% of execution time. On the other hand, it makes a lot of sense to try to speed up an 
instruction that accounts for 35% of execution time. Applying this concept to the message 
traffic of our first draft, we see that the majority of message traffic is in the requests. 
Therefore, it makes sense to try to reduce the number of messages required to request the 
token.
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If we knew of some site, S-, that the token would be going to sometime in the near 
future, we could send a single request to Sj with special instructions to hold the request 
until the token is received. This strategy would reduce the number of messages per 
request from n-1 to 1. Still, though, we have the problem of Sj receiving requests from 
more than one site. To solve this problem, we can create a queue of requests at S-. That 
way, all requests that Sj receives can be stored in the queue until the token arrives.
A second problem arises, though. What does Sj do in the event that it has more than 
one request in its queue when it is ready to send the token to the next site? A solution 
is to take the queue and incorporate it into the token itself. That way the token can be 
sent to the first site on the queue. When the first site is done with the token, it removes 
itself from the queue and sends the token to the next site on the queue. The next site uses 
the token, removes itself from the queue, and sends the token to the third site, and so on. 
The queue incorporated into the token is called the token queue. It is an integral part of 
the token and the two cannot be separated. When the token is sent from one site to the 
next, the token queue is sent along with it as a single message.
One final problem arises with this strategy. How does a requesting site know where to 
send its single request in the first place? In order to answer this question, we must back 
up one cycle. We assume that there is some site, Sh which has a number of requests in 
its queue. When S; receives the token it places its queue of requests on the token queue. 
We note that the last site on the token queue is S-. At this point, 5, can send messages to
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all sites informing them that the token will eventually end up at Sj. In this way, all sites 
will know to send their token requests to S;. When SJ eventually receives the token and 
places its local queue onto the token queue, it also notes the last site on the token queue, 
Sk, and informs all other sites of this fact.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the basic algorithm presented so far. In step 1, the token is at site 
S4 and one site is on the token queue, Sj. Two token requests are sent to site S,. The 
reason that the requesting nodes know to send their requests to S, is that they have been 
informed previously that Sj was the last site on the token queue. In step 2, the token is 
sent from S4 to the site at the front of the token queue, Sj. We also see that the requests 
from S2 and S5 have been placed on the local queue at S,. In step 3, the token has arrived 
at Sj and Sj has removed itself from the token queue and appended its local queue to the 
token queue. We do not show it in the figure, but S, is allowed to enter its critical section 
during this step. The timing of when this is done is not important as long as S, holds the 
token during the entire time that it is in the critical section. In step 4, the token is sent 
to the first site on the token queue, S2. Also, all sites are informed of the new last site on 
the token queue, S5. This enables all sites to now send token requests to S5.
L o c a i  Q u e u e :  2 , 5
R e q u e s t
Figure 3.4: One Cycle
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As a final development of our basic algorithm we note that it is not necessaiy to inform 
any of the sites which are on the token queue of the last site on the token queue. The 
reason is that the token and token queue will be sent to those sites anyway. When each 
of the sites on the token queue receive the token, they can look at the token queue to find 
out which site is at the end. In step 4 of figure 3.4, the two messages to S2 and Ss 
informing them that S5 was the last site on the queue are not necessary. Both these sites 
will receive the token and queue during this cycle and can check the token queue 
themselves.
We also introduce here a formal mechanism used by each site to remember which site 
is the last on the token queue. Each site has a local variable called good_site. Good_site 
holds the site to be reported as the last site on the token queue. It is essentially a "good 
site" to request the token from.
C h a p t e r  4 
A S im p l e  D ist r ib u t e d  
M u t u a l  E x c l u s io n  A l g o r it h m
This chapter presents an algorithm for solving the mutual exclusion problem. It is given 
as a preliminary algorithm that is not free from starvation. In section 4.6 we give a 
modification to the preliminary algorithm that removes the starvation problem.
4.1 D e s c r i p t i o n  Of T h e  S im p le  A l g o r i t h m
The preliminary algorithm presented here is not free from starvation and is intended 
to demonstrate the main concept of how we use the token queue. It is also intended to 
demonstrate the simplicity and elegance of the algorithm without bogging down in the 
details of how to avoid starvation. A modification to the preliminary algorithm is 
presented in section 4.6 which focuses on how to remove the starvation problem.
In the algorithm, we make use of a "Token-Queue". The token queue contains a list of 
all the sites which have requested the token. The token and token queue are passed to the 
first site on the token queue, and then to the next, and so on. Each time the token is 
passed to a new site, that site is removed from the token queue. For example, if sites S8, 
S2, and S4 have requested the token, the token and queue would look like figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Token Queue
Sites which are not on the token queue are sent messages informing them of the last 
site on the token queue. If a sites becomes interested in the critical section, it would send 
a single request to the last site on the token queue. The last site on the token queue would 
hold the request until the token arrives, and then places the request at the end of the token 
queue. Sites only need to be updated about the last site on the token queue when the last 
site on the token queue changes. For example, if the token queue contains sites Ss, S2, and 
S4, and the token is sent to sites Ss followed by S2 without any new sites being added to 
the token queue then the last site on the token queue is still S4. In this situation, no sites 
need to be informed that the last site on the token queue is still S4. If, however, when the 
token arrived at S4 three new sites were added to the token queue, S5, S3, and S,, then all 
sites other than S4, S5, S3, and S, would need to be informed that S3 was the new last site 
on the token queue. S4, Ss, S3, and S, will each update themselves that S, is the last site 
on the token queue when they receive the token.
In addition to storing the last site on the token queue, each local site also keeps track 
of its own state and maintains a local queue of token requests that it has received. A site
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may be in one of four states. They are "N"ot requesting the token, "Requesting the token, 
"E"xecuting the critical section, and "H"olding the token.
Each site must also maintain a local queue of token requests. For example, lets assume 
that site S4 is "R"equesting the token and also happens to be the last site on the token 
queue. All other sites in the system will send their request for the token to S4. Since S4 
knows that the token will eventually be sent to it, it keeps the token requests in its local 
queue. When the token does arrive at S4, S4 adds its local queue to the token queue.
4.2  In it ia l iz a t io n
In order to initialize the system, the token must be created with an empty token queue, 
every site must be "N"ot requesting, every site must know the location of the token, and 
every site must have an empty local queue. This is to say that there have been no requests 
made for the token, and every site knows the location of the token.
We can arbitrarily say that site S, is the site that will create the token with empty token 
queue, and it must be in the "H"olding state. All other sites will then be in the "N"ot 
Requesting state and know that site SI is a good site to ask for the token.
4.3 D e t a il e d  D e s c r ip t io n  O f  T h e  S im p l e  A l g o r it h m
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The preliminaiy algorithm is given as a set of procedures. The procedures represent the 
necessary responses to make in given situations. It is assumed that all data structures are 
available to each procedure including the token and token queue.
The preliminary algorithm is not free from starvation. We will present a method for 
correcting this problem later in the chapter.
procedure request_token ; 
begin
site_state := "R" ; 
send ( token_request, good_site ) ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site wishes to enter its critical section. The state of the 
local site is changed to "Requesting the token. A request for the token is sent to a "Good 
Site" to ask for the token. The good site to ask is the last known site on the token queue.
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procedure receive_good_site_update ; 
begin
receive ( good_site ) ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site receives an update about the last site on the token 
queue. The local variable good_site is updated to reflect that the last site on the token 
queue is a good site to send a token request to.
procedure receive_request ; 
begin
if ( ( site_state = "R" ) or 
( site_state = "E" ) or 
( site_state = "H" ) ) then
i— begin
| enqueue( token_request, local_queue ) ; 
j if ( site_state = "H" ) then
I i—begin
| | call send_token ;
| 1—end if ;
|— else
| send ( token_request, good_site ) ;
1— end if ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site receives a request for the token. If the site is 
requesting the token, executing its critical section, or is holding the token, the request is
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stored in the local queue. If the site is not requesting the token, then the token request is 
forwarded to the last known site on the token queue.
If the site is in the "H"olding state this implies that the token queue is empty and the 
local site is holding the token until it receives some information on where to send it. In 
this event, a call is also made to send the token to the next site. The sendjoken  routine 
will add the local queue to the token queue before sending the token.
procedure receive_token ; 
begin
dequeue ( first item, token queue ) ; 
site_state := "E" ; 
call critical_section ; 
call send_token ; 
end .
This procedure is called when the token is received. The first item is removed from the 
token queue. This item should be the local site since the token is sent to the first site on 
the token queue. Next, the state of the local site is changed to "E"xecuting the critical 
section and the critical section is entered. Finally, a call to send the token to the next site 
on the token queue is made.
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procedure send_token ; H
begin I
if ( local_queue not empty ) then ■
I— begin I
| enqueue ( local_queue, token_queue ) ; H
| |—for ( i = each site not on token_queue ) do
| | send ( token_queue[ last ], site[ i ] ) ;
| 1—end for ;
1— end if ;
if ( token_queue not empty ) then 
I— begin
| good_site := token_queue[ last ] ;
| send ( token, site[ token_queue[ first ] ] ) ;
| site_state := "N" ;
|— else
| site_state := "H" ;
L—end i f ; 
end .
This procedure is called to send the token to the next site on the token queue. First, if 
the local queue has requests on it, these requests are added to the token queue. Also, all 
sites not on the token queue are updated about the last site on the token queue. This is 
done only if the local queue was not empty which implies that the last site on the token 
queue has changed. Finally, if the token queue is not empty, the token is sent to the first 
site on the token queue and the site state is changed to "N"ot requesting. If the token 
queue happens to be empty, then the token is not sent and the site state is changed to 
"FTolding which signifies that the local site is waiting for a request to be received in 
order to send the token.
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4 .4  D is c u ss io n
The basic idea behind the preliminary algorithm is that the token has a queue of sites 
that must be served. If a site, S„ knows the last site on the token queue, Sjt it can send 
its request to that site. If the token queue is long enough, the request from S; will reach 
Sj before the token does. Site Sj, being in the "R"equesting state, knows that the token will 
eventually be sent to it. Site Sj, therefore stores the token request from S: in it’s own local 
queue. When the token reaches site Sj, S ' s  token request is placed at the end of the token 
queue.
In the event that the token request from site S: reaches site Sj after the token has come 
and gone, Sj will forward S ’s request to the new last site on the token queue.
All the sites that are not on the token queue must be kept informed about the last site 
on the token queue. Therefore, each time the last site on the token queue changes, each 
site not on the token queue must be updated. These updates do not necessarily occur in 
a timely manner. An information packet is sent to each site and the token is then passed 
on. There is no guarantee that any of the information packets sent will reach their 
destinations before the token reaches the next site or the next or the next etc.
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4.5 C o r r e c t n e s s
We claim that the preliminary algorithm presented achieves mutual exclusion, but we 
note that it is not free from starvation. We show here that the algorithm is achieves 
mutual exclusion and also show the starvation problem. In section 4.6 we present a way 
to avoid starvation.
4.5 .1  M u t u a l  E x c l u s io n
In order to achieve mutual exclusion, we must show that at most only one site will be 
in its critical section at a time. This is trivial due to the nature of token passing. We claim 
that there is only one token and that a site may enter its critical section only if it 
possesses the token. Possession of the token by a site, S,, guarantees that no other site has 
the token and therefore that no other site is in its critical section.
4 .5 .2  S t a r v a tio n
We claim that the preliminary algorithm, as presented, is not free from starvation. Here 
we show the starvation problem. Starvation occurs when a site S, issues a token request 
to site Sj. By the time the token request is received by site SJt the token has already come 
to site Sj and been sent to the next site, site Sk. Site S; knows this because it is in the 
"N"ot requesting state. Site Sj therefore, forwards S, ’s token request to site Sk. By the time
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the token request is received by site Sh the token has again come and gone. As you can 
see, there is no guarantee that this type of a cycle will ever end. Essentially, site S,'s 
token request may never catch up to the token in order to be put on the token queue and 
therefore, site S-, will never receive the token and will starve. In the next section we 
discuss a modification to this algorithm which corrects its starvation problem.
4.6 E l im in a t io n  O f  S t a r v a t io n
We present a method for modifying the preliminary algorithm to prevent starvation. In 
this modification to the preliminary algorithm, all token requests are numbered. When site 
S; makes a token request it gives the token request a unique number (unique to site S;). 
For example, a site could number its requests 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. When site Sj receives 5,’s 
request, it not only forwards the token request to site Sit but stores the request in its own 
local queue along with the unique request number. Likewise, when site Sk receives S,’s 
request it does the same.
The basic idea behind this scheme is that the number of sites that the token can be sent 
to while still eluding S ’s request is reduced each time S 's  request is received and 
forwarded. As site S ’s request is placed on more and more local queues, the token has 
fewer and fewer sites that it can travel to which are not aware of 5,’s request. In the worst 
case, S ’s request will be sent to n-1 sites before it is put on the token queue.
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The reason that requests are given unique numbers is to avoid having requests placed 
on the token queue multiple times. Since multiple sites record copies of a single request, 
we must ensure that a particular request be placed on the token queue only once. In order 
to achieve this, the token must also have a history array. The history array records the 
most recently serviced request for each site in the distributed system. For example, site 
S, has made four requests numbered 0, 1,2,  and 3. Each one of these has been serviced. 
Therefore, the i'h entry in the history array contains a 3 indicating that S/s request number 
3 has been satisfied. However, site Sj may not be aware of this information, and may have 
S/s request number 2 in its local queue. If  the token were sent to site Sj in this particular 
situation, site S;- would compare its own local queue with the history array of the token. 
Since site S/s request number 3 has been satisfied, all previous requests by site S; must 
also have been satisfied, including request number 2. Therefore, site S- knows not to place 
request number 2 on the token queue.
4.7 P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a l y sis
In this section we look at the performance analysis of the preliminary algorithm in an 
extremely light token request environment and an extremely heavy token request 
environment. We then make some general comments about the performance.
4 .7 .1  L ig h t  T o k e n  R e q u e s t  A n a l y sis
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In an environment with very light token requests, n messages are required per critical 
section execution where n is the number of sites. Lets assume that the token is waiting 
at some site, 5„ with no sites on the token queue. Another site, Sj, becomes interested in 
its critical section and sends its request to site 5,. Site 5, places S/s request on the token 
queue and informs all other sites that the last site on the token queue is site S-. The token 
is then sent to site Sj. In this example, there was 1 token request, n-2 last site update 
messages, and 1 token transfer. This adds up to exactly n messages.
4 .7 .2  H e a v y  T o k e n  R e q u e s t  A n a l y sis
In an environment with very heavy token requests, c messages are required per critical 
section execution where c is a constant which can be as small as 2. Lets assume that the 
token queue has been built up to the point where all n sites are on it. The token is sent 
to the first site on the queue, S;. It is impossible for S; to have any sites in its local queue 
since all the sites are on the token queue. Therefore, site S, cannot add a last site onto the 
token queue. Since the last site on the token queue has not changed, no last site update 
messages are required to be sent. The token is then passed to the next site, Sj. While Sj 
is using the token, site S: again becomes interested in the critical section. Since site S; just 
had the token, it is aware of the last site on the token queue, S.. Site S: sends its token 
request to site Sr. When site Sj is done with the token, it has no sites on its local queue,
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and does not change the last site on the token queue. Therefore, no last site update 
messages are required to be sent. Site Sj sends the token to the next site on the queue, Sk. 
While Sk is using the token, site S- becomes interested in the critical section. Since Sj just 
had the token, it is aware that S. is the last site on the token queue, and sends its token 
request to S.. As can be seen, all token requests will be sent to site S. where they will be 
stored in the local queue until the token arrives. In this situation there will be n token 
transfers while passing the token to each site on the token queue and n token requests 
being sent to S.. When the cycle is complete, the token queue will once again have all n 
sites on it and n token requests will have been satisfied. This yields 2 messages per 
critical section execution.
4 .7 .3  P e r f o r m a n c e  In  G e n e r a l
As we have shown, in light token request environments, our algorithm has no 
performance improvement over other algorithms. However, as token requests increase, 
more and more sites are placed on the token queue and subsequently do not need to be 
sent last site update messages. Our algorithm is designed to perform extremely well with 
very heavy token requests.
C h a p t e r  5 
A n  E f f ic ie n t  D ist r ib u t e d  
M u t u a l  E x c l u sio n  A l g o r it h m
This chapter presents another algorithm for solving the mutual exclusion problem. It 
avoids the forwarding of requests that was present in the previous algorithm. It also does 
not use the sequence numbers that were needed in the previous algorithm. It does, 
however, introduce a wait at the end of every cycle in order to allow late requests to 
arrive.
5.1 O u t l i n e
Sites which are not on the token queue are periodically sent update messages informing 
them of the good site. Update messages are sent each time the good site changes. If a site 
becomes interested in the critical section, it sends a single request to the good site. The 
good site receives token requests from all sites requesting the token. These requests are 
stored in a local queue until the token arrives. When the token does arrive, the good site 
executes its critical section and then appends its local queue to the token queue. A new 
good site is chosen as the last site on the token queue and update messages are sent to 
all sites which are not on the token queue. A wait is then executed so that late token
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requests can be received and placed on the token queue. Finally, the token and token 
queue are sent to the first site on the token queue.
5 .2  T o k e n  A n d  T o k e n  Q u e u e
In the algorithm, we make use of a "Token Queue". The token queue contains a list of 
all the sites which have requested the token. The token and token queue are passed to the 
first site on the token queue, and then to the next, and so on. Each time the token is 
passed to a new site, that site removes itself from the token queue. In addition, one site 
on the token queue is flagged as a good site to send requests for the token to. We will 
refer to this site as the "good site". For example, if sites S8, S2, and S4 have requested the 
token, and S4 has been designated as the good site, then the token and queue would look 
like Figure 5.1. Notice that S4 has an arrow by it indicating that it is the good site.
F ig u re  5.1: T o k en  Q u e u e
5.3  L o c a l  Q u e u e
All requests for the token are sent to the good site. Therefore, the good site must
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maintain a local queue of requests that it has received. The good site’s local queue of 
requests is referred to as the local queue. When the token is eventually received by the 
good site, it executes its critical section and then appends its local queue onto the token 
queue.
In actuality, each site has a local queue because it is possible for each site to become 
the good site. However, only one site at a time is the good site. Therefore only the good 
site will have entries in its local queue because only the good site receives token requests
5 .4  G o o d  S it e
The good site is the site specified as a good site to send requests for the token to. The 
good site is typically the last site on the token queue, although this is not always the case. 
The good site places all token requests that it receives on the local queue. When the token 
is eventually received by the good site, it executes its critical section and then appends 
its local queue onto the token queue. At this point, a new good site must be chosen. The 
best choice for the new good site is the last site on the token queue. The local site (which 
is no longer the good site since a new one has been chosen) updates all sites not on the 
token queue about the new good site. The local site, immediately after sending good site 
update messages, waits for late token requests to be received before sending the token to 
the first site on the token queue. The amount of time that it must wait is two time
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periods. A time period is defined to be the maximum amount of time that it takes to send 
a message from any site to any other site.
We claim that two time periods is a necessary and sufficient amount of time to wait 
in order to collect late token requests. When a site, 5,, sends updates to all sites not on 
the token queue, it could take at most one time period to reach all destinations. In the 
worst case, this update will reach the furthest site, S-, just as Sj is sending a request for 
the token. This good site update to Sj will take at most one time period. Since S- has not 
updated its record of who to request the token from, the request is directed to site S;. It 
will take another one time period for Sj's request to be received at S:. Therefore, the total 
amount of time for all late token requests to arrive at S, after S: has sent good site update 
messages can be no more than two time periods. All requests after the two time periods 
will be sent to the new good site.
Each site in the system keeps track of which site is the good site. Each time the good 
site changes, update messages are sent to all sites not on the token queue informing them 
of the new good site. When a good site update is received by a site, Sh 5,- updates its local 
value of good site.
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5 .6  M e s s a g e  T y p e s
Three types of messages are used in the algorithm. The token message which includes 
the token queue, token request messages, and good site update messages.
The token message is used to send the token and token queue from one site to the next 
site on the token queue.
Token request messages are sent from sites requesting the token to the good site. 
Included in the token request message is the id of the site that is requesting the token.
Good site update messages are sent when the good site changes. They are sent from 
the old good site to all sites that are not on the token queue. The reason for not sending 
good site update messages to sites which are on the token queue are two-fold. First, all 
sites on the token queue have already made a request for the token and the token will be 
sent to them. By virtue of this fact, they do not need to make a second request. Second, 
when the token is sent to a site, S,, on the token queue, S, will examine the token queue 
and update its good site at that time. This is possible since the good site is flagged on the 
token queue.
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5.7 In it ia l iz a t io n
In order to initialize the system, the token must be created with an empty token queue, 
every site must know the location of the token, and every site must have an empty local 
queue. This is to say that no sites are requesting the token, and all sites know the location 
of the token.
There are several ways of achieving this objective, but for simplicity we will arbitrarily 
say that site S; is the site that will create the token with empty token queue. Furthermore, 
all sites will initialize themselves by clearing their local queue and setting their good site 
to 1.
5 .8  D e s c r ip t io n  O f  T h e  E f f ic ie n t  A l g o r it h m
The algorithm is given as a set of procedures. The procedures represent the necessary 
responses to make in given situations.
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procedure request_token ; 
begin
send ( token_request, good_site ) ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site wishes to enter its critical section. A request for
the token is sent to the good site.
procedure receive_good_site_update ; 
begin
receive ( good_site ) ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site receives a good site update message. The local 
variable good_site is updated to reflect the new good site. The procedures "receive" and 
"send" are calls to perform the low level sending and receiving of messages.
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procedure receive_token_request ; 
begin
receive ( token_request ) ; 
enqueue ( token_request, local_queue ) ; 
i— if ( have_token ) then
I—if ( token_queue not empty ) then 
| append ( local_queue, token_queue ) ;
|—else
append ( local_queue, token_queue ) ; 
mark ( good_site, token_queue[ last ] ) ; 
good_site := token_queue[ last ] ;
I— for ( i := all sites not on token_queue ) do 
| send ( good_site, site[ i ] ) ;
1— end for ;
wait ( 2 time periods ) ; 
have_token := false ; 
send ( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
1— end if ;
1— end if ; 
end .
This procedure is called when the good site receives a request for the token. The token 
request is placed on the local queue.
If the good site currently has the token then one of two possibilities exists. First, the 
request could be a late request. A late request is defined to be a request received after the 
new good site has been chosen. In this case, the late request which has been placed in the 
local queue is appended to the token queue. It is appended after the good site. One 
consequence of this is that this request will not be fulfilled during the current cycle. It 
will be fulfilled during the next cycle. This is to say that the token will be sent to all the
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sites preceding the good site, followed by the good site which will pick a new good site 
and wait for two time periods before the token is sent to the site making the late request. 
Intuitively, it would seem that this strategy lacks efficiency and that it would be more 
efficient to place late requests on the queue before the good site forcing the good site to 
always be the last site on the queue. In reality, however, there is no lack of efficiency in 
this strategy. The apparent loss of efficiency in placing the late requests after the good 
site is immediately regained during the next cycle which in effect receives the request.
The second possibility is that there are no entries on either the local queue or the token 
queue (other than the request just received). In this case, the good site has no sites on the 
token queue to choose a new good site from and, more importantly, has no site to send 
the token to. Therefore, the good site is waiting for a request when the request is 
received. What the good site does in this case is to append its local queue (containing the 
one request just received) to the token queue, choose the one site on the token queue to 
be the good site, inform all other sites of the new good site, wait 2 time periods, send the 
token to the first site on the token queue, and set the local variable havejoken  to false.
procedure receive_token ; 
begin
receive ( token ) ; 
have_token := true ; 
call critical_section ;
dequeue ( token_queue[ 1 ], token_queue ) ; 
get ( good_site, token_queue ) ; 
if ( good_site <> -1 ) then 
I— begin
have_token := false ; 
send ( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
|— else
enqueue ( local_queue, token_queue ) ; 
if ( token_queue not empty ) then 
[—begin
mark ( good_site, token_queue[ last ] ) ; 
good_site := token_queue[ last ] ; 
for ( i := all sites not on token_queue ) do 
I—begin
| send ( good_site, site[ i ] ) ;
•—end for ;
wait ( 2 time periods ) ; 
have_token := false ; 
send ( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
1—end if 
•—end if ; 
end .
This procedure is called when the token is received. First, a local variable, havejoken,  
is set to true. This indicates that the local site has the token. Next, the critical section is 
executed. Next, the first item is removed from the token queue. This item should be the 
id of the local site since the token is always sent to the first site on the token queue. 
Finally, the local good_site variable is updated from the token queue.
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At this point, we must check to see if the local site is the good site. This is done with 
a call to "get". "Get" returns the good site from the token queue or -1 if the token queue 
has no good site specified. If  the local site is the good site, the token queue will have no 
good site on it since the local site id was already removed from the token queue. This is 
detected by searching the token queue for the good site and not finding one. The result 
being that the value of good_site will be -1.
In the case that the local site is not the good site, the token is sent to the next site on 
the token queue, and the local variable have_token is set to false.
In the case that the local site is the good site, a number of steps must be taken. First, 
the local queue (which may be empty) is appended to the token queue. Next, if the token 
queue is not empty then the last site on the token queue is chosen as the new good site 
and the local value for good site is updated. Next, all sites not on the token queue are 
sent good site updates. A wait for 2 time periods is begun after which the token is sent 
to the first site on the token queue and the local variable havejoken  is set to false.
In the case that the local site is the good site and the local queue and token queue are 
both empty, the local site must just hold the token until a request arrives.
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5 .9  D is c u s s io n
The basic idea behind the algorithm is that the token has a queue of sites that must be 
served. If a site, 5,, knows the good site, S-, it can send a single request to Sj. If the token 
queue is long enough, the request from S; will reach Sj before the token does. Site Sj 
knows that the token will eventually be sent to it. Therefore, site S- stores the token 
request from S: in it’s own local queue. When the token reaches site Sj, S;’s token request 
is placed at the end of the token queue.
All the sites that are not on the token queue must be kept informed about the good site. 
Therefore, each time the good site on the token queue changes, each site not on the token 
queue must be updated. These updates are guaranteed to occur in a timely manner by 
forcing the site which is sending the update messages to wait for two time periods before 
sending the token on.
5 .10  C o r r e c t n e s s  O f  T h e  A l g o r it h m
We claim that the algorithm achieves mutual exclusion, is free from starvation and is 
fair.
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5.10.1 M u t u a l  E x c l u s i o n
In order to achieve mutual exclusion, we must show that at most only one site will be 
in its critical section at a time. This is trivial due to the nature of token passing. We claim 
that there is only one token and that a site may enter its critical section only if it 
possesses the token. Possession of the token by a site, Sh guarantees that no other site has 
the token and therefore that no other site is in its critical section.
5.10.2 S t a r v a t io n
Starvation occurs when a site S- issues a token request to the good site, Sj. By the time 
the token request is received by site Sjt the token has already come to site Sj and been 
sent to the next site, site Sk. We claim that this is an impossible situation since the good 
site, Sj, must issue new good site updates and then wait for 2 time periods for late 
requests. In the worst case, the late request from S’,- would be received by 5- just before 
Sj sent the token to the first site on the token queue.
5.10.3 F a ir n e s s
This algorithm favors no sites over any other sites. That is to say, no sites are give 
preferential treatment over any other site. This can be seen in the way requests are placed 
on the token queue. They are added in the order that they are received. The token requests
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are then serviced in the order that they are on the token queue. That is to say that the 
algorithm works on a first-come-first-served basis and is therefore fair.
5.11 P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a ly s is
Performance is measured as the average number of messages required per critical 
section execution. The number of messages required per critical section is easily derived. 
We first introduce the notion of a cycle. A cycle begins when the current good site picks 
a new good site. A cycle ends when the new good site has received the token and finishes 
executing it’s own critical section. During a cycle, all sites not on the token queue are 
sent update messages, the old good site waits 2 time periods for late requests, and the 
token is passed to all sites on the token queue up to and including the new good site. 
Notice that the end of one cycle is the beginning of the next cycle and that the algorithm
can be viewed as executing one cycle after another.
THEOREM 5.1: The number of messages per critical section execution in the
distributed mutual exclusion algorithm is (n/m)+l.
PROOF: We examine one cycle and compute the average number of
messages required per critical section for that cycle. We assume
that there are n sites in the distributed system and we let m be the
number of token requests on the token queue at the beginning of
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the cycle. We will assume that m>0 since m - 0  implies that no 
sites are on the token queue. It is obvious that m<n since each site 
can only send one request. Site S, will be designated as the good 
site that starts this particular cycle and site S- will be designated as 
the new good site which will end the cycle.
Site S: begins the cycle by picking Sj as the new good site. We note 
that Sj is the last of m sites on the token queue. Therefore, there 
must have been m requests sent to Si in order for m requests to be 
on the token queue. 5, then sends new good site update messages 
to all sites not on the token queue. Since there are m sites on the 
token queue, we know that n-m sites are not on the token queue. 
Therefore n-m new good site update messages are sent by S,. After 
Ss waits for 2 time periods, it sends the token to the first site which 
executes its critical section and that site sends it on. The token is 
sent in turn to each of the m sites on the token queue and 
eventually is sent to 5- which executes its critical section and ends 
the cycle.
At this point we can count the total number of messages that have 
been sent during this cycle and divide by the number of critical 
sections that were executed to get the average number of messages
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required per critical section. There were m token requests, n-m new 
site update messages, and m token passes. This adds up to 
m+(n-m)+m messages or n+m messages. There were m critical 
sections executed. Therefore, the average number of messages per 
critical section is (n+m)/m or (nlm)+l. □
Figure 5.2 illustrates the inverse relationship between the number of messages per 








F ig u re  5.2: M essages P e r  C r i t ic a l  S ec tio n
The explanation of the performance, as shown in Figure 5.2, is that the algorithm 
improves as the number of requests for the token increase. If very few sites are requesting 
the token at any given time, the algorithm will require on the order of n messages per
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critical section execution. However, as token requests increase, fewer messages per critical 
section execution are required. For example, if 1 out of every 10 sites are requesting the 
critical section, the algorithm requires 11 messages per critical section. If 1 out of every 
5 sites are requesting the critical section, only 6 messages per critical section are required. 
In the extreme case of every site requesting the critical section, only 2 messages are 
required per critical section.
We claim that the performance approaches optimality in an environment with heavy 
token requests. We base this claim on the fact that if a site, S,, becomes interested in the 
critical section, it must send at least one token request. Secondly, the token must be sent 
to S;. In an environment with heavy token requests, the majority of message traffic is 
token requests and token passes with very few good site updates being sent. Each site 
interested in entering its critical section makes one token request and it takes one token 
pass to send the token to it.
C h a p t e r  6 
A n  E f f i c i e n t  D is t r ib u t e d  A l g o r i t h m  
F o r  T h e  k M u t u a l  E x c lu s io n  P r o b le m
Most of the work [1-4,6-12] reported in the literature allows at most one site at a time 
to execute the critical section. Raymond [5] was the first to present a distributed mutual 
exclusion algorithm which allows up to k sites to simultaneously execute the critical 
section. His work was an extension to the Ricart and Agrawala [6] algorithm so as to 
allow up to k sites to execute the critical section concurrently. In this chapter we present 
a new distributed algorithm which allows up to k simultaneous entries into the critical 
section.
6.1 I n t r o d u c t io n
This algorithm solves the k mutual exclusion problem in a distributed system using 
token passing. This is the problem of allowing up to k  sites entry into the critical section 
at the same time. The algorithm makes use of a "Token Queue" and a "Token 
Semaphore" both of which are part of the token itself. The token queue contains a list of 
all sites which are requesting the token. The token semaphore is a general semaphore.
The token, queue, and semaphore are sent to the first site on the token queue followed
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by the second and the third etc. The token finally stops at a designated wait site. A site 
may enter its critical section when one of two sets of events occur. (1) A site receives the 
token, and the semaphore, S, is non-zero. In this case, the site decrements S, removes 
itself from the token queue, and sends the token to the next site on the token queue, and 
enters its critical section. (2) A site receives the token, and the semaphore, S, is zero. In 
this case, the site removes itself from the token queue, sends the token to the next site on 
the token queue, and waits for a release message from a previous site before entering its 
critical section. In both cases 1 and 2, when a site receives the token it must note the k h 
site on the token queue. This is the site that must be sent a release message when the 
critical section is exited.
A site, S„ requests the token (puts itself on the token queue) by sending a single token 
request to a site, Sj, which it believes will be using the token in the near future. When Sj 
receives S 's  request it stores the request in a local queue of requests until the token 
arrives. When the token arrives at Sj, Sj places all the requests in its local queue onto the 
token queue. Site then removes itself from the token queue, notes the k!h site on the 
token queue, sends the token to the first site on the token queue and enters its critical 
section. Tire token is sent in turn to each site on the token queue. When the token is 
received by site S„ the semaphore is either positive or zero. If  the semaphore is positive, 
site S; decrements the semaphore, removes itself from the token queue, notes the Kh site 
on the token queue, sends the token to the first site on the token queue, and enters its 
critical section. If the semaphore is zero, then S, removes itself from the token queue,
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notes the kfh site on the token queue, sends the token to the first site on the token queue, 
and waits for a release message from a previous site before it can enter the critical 
section. In either case, when S, is finished with the critical section, it sends a release 
message to the k!h site that it had previously noted.
6 .2  D e s c r ip t io n  O f  T h e  A l g o r it h m
Sites which are not on the token queue are periodically sent update messages informing 
them of the good site. Update messages are sent each time the good site changes. If a site 
becomes interested in the critical section, it sends a single request to the good site. The 
good site receives token requests from all sites requesting the token. These requests are 
stored in a local queue until the token arrives. When the token does arrive, the good site 
executes its critical section and then appends the local queue to the token queue. A new 
good site is chosen as the last site on the token queue and update messages are sent to 
all sites which are not on the token queue. A wait is then executed so that late token 
requests can be received and placed on the token queue. Finally, the token and token 
queue are sent to the first site on the token queue.
6.2 .1  T o k e n  A n d  T o k e n  Q u e u e
This algorithm makes use of a "Token Queue" which is part of the token. The token 
queue contains a list of all the sites which have requested the token. The token and token
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queue are passed to the first site on the token queue, and then to the next, and so on. 
Each time the token is passed to a new site, that site removes itself from the token queue. 
In addition, one of the sites on the token queue is flagged as the good site to send token 
requests to. We will refer to this site as the "Good Site".
For example, if sites Ss, S2, and S4 have requested the token, and S4 has been designated 
as the good site, then the token and queue would look like Figure 6.1. Notice that the 4 
has an arrow pointing to it indicating that it is the good site.
F ig u re  6 .1: T o k en  Q u eu e
6 .2 .2  T o k e n  S e m a p h o r e
The algorithm also makes use of a "Token Semaphore" which is part of the token. The 
token semaphore is a general semaphore. It indicates the number of critical sections that 
are available to be entered simultaneously. It initially has the value k  which is the number 
of critical sections that can be executed at the same time. Whenever a site begins 
executing its critical section, the semaphore is decremented by one. When a site 
completes the critical section, the semaphore is incremented by one. If the semaphore ever
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reaches zero, no further sites are allowed to enter their critical section until the semaphore 
is incremented to a positive number. The token semaphore is passed, with the token and 
token queue, to each site on the token queue. Each site that receives the token checks the 
value of the semaphore. If the value is non-zero then the value is decremented by one and 
the token and semaphore are passed to the next site on the token queue. If the value is 
zero, then no change is made to the semaphore before passing it to the next site on the 
token queue.
For example, if sites Ss, S2, and S4 are currently on the token queue as in figure 6.1, 
and two more sites are allowed to execute their critical sections, the token would look like 
figure 6.2. Notice that the first "2" is the general semaphore and indicates that 2 more 
sites are allowed in the critical section.
F ig u re  6.2: T o k en  Q u e u e
6.2 .3  L o c a l  Q u e u e
All requests for the token are sent to the good site. Therefore, the good site must
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maintain a local queue of requests that it has received. The good site’s local queue of 
requests is referred to as the local queue. When the token is eventually received by the 
good site, it executes its critical section and then appends the local queue onto the token 
queue.
In actuality, each site has a local queue because it is possible for any site to become 
the good site. However, only one site at a time is the good site. Therefore only the good 
site will have entries in its local queue because only the good site receives token requests.
6 .2 .4  G o o d  S it e
The good site is the site specified as "a good site to send requests for the token to". 
The good site is typically the last site on the token queue. The good site places all token 
requests that it receives on its local queue. When the token is eventually received by the 
good site, it executes its critical section and then appends its local queue onto the token 
queue. At this point, a new good site must be chosen. The best choice for the new good 
site is the last site on the token queue. The local site (which is no longer the good site 
since a new one has been chosen) sends update messages to all sites not on the token 
queue informing them of the new good site. The local site, immediately after sending 
good site update messages, waits for late token requests to be received before sending the 
token to the first site on the token queue. All late requests are appended to the end of the 
token queue. The amount of time that it must wait is two time periods. A time period is
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defined to be the maximum amount of time that it takes to send a message from any site 
to any other site.
Two time periods is a necessary and sufficient amount of time to wait in order to 
collect late token requests. When a site, S:, sends updates to all sites not on the token 
queue, it could take at most one time period to reach all destinations. In the worst case, 
the update will reach the furthest site, Sj, just as Sj is sending a request for the token. 
Since Sj has not updated its record of the new site, S/s  token request is sent to site S;. It 
will take another one time period for S/s  request to be received by S;. Therefore, the total 
amount of time for all late token requests to arrive at S, after S: has sent good site update 
messages can be no more than two time periods. All requests made after the two time 
periods have elapsed are guaranteed to be sent to the new good site.
Each site in the system keeps track of which site is the good site. Each time the good 
site changes, update messages are sent to all sites not on the token queue informing them 
of the new good site. When a site receives a good site update, it updates its local value 
of the good site.
The reason for not sending good site update messages to sites which are on the token 
queue are two-fold. First, all sites on the token queue have already made a request for the 
token and the token will be sent to them. By virtue of this fact, they will not make a 
second request until the first request has been satisfied. Second, when the token is sent
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to a site, Sh on the token queue, S, examines the token queue and updates its good site 
at that time. This is possible since the good site is flagged on the token queue.
6.2 .5  M e s s a g e  T y p e s
Four types of messages are used in this algorithm. The token message which includes 
the token queue and token semaphore, token request messages, good site update messages, 
and release messages.
The token message is used to send the token, token queue, and token semaphore 
from one site to the next site on the token queue.
• Token request messages are sent from sites requesting the token to the good site. 
Included in the token request message is the id of the site that is requesting the 
token.
• Good site update messages are sent when the good site changes. They are sent
from the old good site to all sites that are not on the token queue.
• A Release message is sent by each site, Sf, upon exiting its critical section. It is
sent to the site that was Uh on the token queue after 5,- had removed itself. It is
guaranteed that if only k sites are allowed in the critical section at one time then
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the k?h site from S, will receive the token with the general semaphore being zero. 
Therefore, the k!h site requires a release message also in order to enter its critical 
section. The exception to this rule is that if the good site on the token queue is 
before the kfh site, then the release message is sent to the good site. This will 
cause the good site to receive a release message from each of the k previous sites. 
The k  release messages are collected by the good site and used to increment the 
general semaphore back up to its maximum value of k.
6 .2 .6  I n it ia l iz a t io n
In order to initialize the system, the token must be created with an empty token queue 
and the general semaphore set to k, the number of sites allowed in the critical section at 
a time. Every site must know the location of the token, and every site must have an 
empty local queue. This is to say that no sites are requesting the token, and all sites know 
the location of the token.
There are several ways of achieving this objective, but for simplicity we will arbitrarily 
say that site Sj is the site that will create the token with empty token queue and initialize 
the general semaphore. Furthermore, all sites will initialize themselves by clearing their 
local queue and setting their good site to 1.
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6 .2 .7  D e s c r ip t io n  O f  T h e  D is t r ib u t e d  k  M u t u a l  E x c l u s io n  
A l g o r it h m
The algorithm is given as a set of procedures. The procedures represent the necessary 
responses to make in given situations.
procedure request_token ; 
begin
send ( token_request, good_site ) ; 
end .
This procedure is called when a site wishes to enter its critical section. A request for 
the token is sent to the good site.
procedure receive_good_site_update ; H
begin B
receive ( good_site ) ; B
end . B
This procedure is called when a site receives a good site update message. The local 
variable good_site is updated to reflect the new good site. The procedures "receive" and 
"send" are calls to perform the low level sending and receiving of messages.
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procedure receive_token_request ; 
begin
receive ( token_request ) ; 
enqueue ( token_request, local_queue ) ; 
end .
H
This procedure is called when the good site receives a request for the token. The token 
request is simply placed on the local queue.
procedure receive_token ; 
begin
receive ( token ) ;
get_good_site( token_queue ) ;
dequeue ( token_queue[ 1 ], token_queue ) ;
I— if ( good_site = local_site ) then 
| wait_for_all_release_messages ;
| call critical_section ;
| append( local_queue, token_queue ) ;
| clear( local_queue ) ;
| i—if ( token_queue is empty ) then 
| | wait_for( token_request ) ;
| | append( token_request, token_queue ) ;
j 1—end if ;
| good_site = token_queue[ last ] ;
| i—for i = all_sites_not_on_token_queue do 
| | send( good_site, site[ i ] ) ;
| 1—end for ;
| wait( 2 time_periods ) ;
| append( local_queue, token_queue ) ;
| clear( local_queue ) ;
| send( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
|— else
| release_site := min( token_queue[ k ], good_site ) 
| |—if ( token_semaphore <> 0 ) then
| | decrem ent token_semaphore ) ;
| | send( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
| | call critical_section ;
| | send( release, release_site ) ;
| 1—else
| | send( token, token_queue[ 1 ] ) ;
| | receive( release ) ;
| | call critical_section ;
| | send( release, release_site ) ;
j 1—end if ;
1— end if ; 
end .
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This procedure is called when the token is received. First, the token is received. Next, 
the current site finds the good site on the token queue. Next, the current site takes itself 
off of the token queue. At this point, there are two situations that are possible. Case 1 is 
that the current site is the good site. Case 2 is that the current site is not the good site.
Case 1: If the current site is the good site then the current Site must:
1 Wait for all release messages to catch up
2 Call its critical section
3 Append its local queue of requests to the token queue and clear its local 
queue
4 Pick a new good site
5 Send good site update messages to all sites that are not on the token queue
6 Wait for 2 time periods for late requests to catch up
7 Append the late requests to the token queue, clear its local queue again
and send the token to the first site on the token queue.
It is possible that both the local queue and the token queue are empty after 
the good site removes itself from the token queue. In this case, the good 
site waits for a token request to be received and then places this request 
onto the token queue before picking a new good site and continuing the 
next cycle.
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Case 2: If the current site is not the good site then the release site is calculated as
either the ldh site on the token queue or the good site on the token queue, 
whichever one is closer to the beginning of the token queue. Next, a check 
is made to see if the semaphore on the token is non-zero.
If the semaphore is non-zero, then the semaphore is decremented by one, 
the token is sent to the next site on the token queue, the critical section is 
executed and a release message is sent to the release site.
If the semaphore is zero, then the token is sent to the next site on the 
token queue, and a receive is initiated which waits for a release message. 
When the release message is received, the critical section is executed and 
a release is sent to the release site.
6 .2 .8  D is c u s s io n
The basic idea behind the algorithm is that the token has a queue of sites that must be 
served. If a site, Sh knows the good site, Sj, it can send a single request to Sj. Site S; 
knows that the token will eventually be sent to it. Therefore, site Sj stores the token 
request from S; in it’s own local queue. When the token reaches site Sj, S /s  token request 
is placed at the end of the token queue.
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AH the sites that are not on the token queue must be kept informed about the good site. 
Therefore, each time the good site on the token queue changes, each site not on the token 
queue must be updated. These updates are guaranteed to occur in a timely manner by 
forcing the site which is sending the update messages to wait for two time periods before 
sending the token on.
The token semaphore and release messages are used to allow only up to k  sites in their 
critical sections at one time. When the token is received by the next good site, that site 
waits for all the release messages to catch up before starting a new cycle.
6.3 C o r r e c t n e s s  O f  T h e  A l g o r it h m
The algorithm presented achieves mutual exclusion, is free from starvation, and is fair.
6.3 .1  M u t u a l  E x c l u s io n
In order to achieve mutual exclusion, we must show that at most k  sites will be in their 
critical sections at a time. At the beginning of each cycle, only k sites are initially allowed 
in their critical sections due to the semaphore. After that, release messages are sent to 
allow further sites into their critical sections. However, one release message is sent each 
time a site is finished with its critical section. This guarantees that at most k sites will be 
in their critical sections at any one time.
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6 .3 .2  S tar v a tio n
Starvation occurs when a site 5, issues a token request to the good site, 5-. By the time 
the token request is received by site Sjt the token has already come to site Sj and been 
sent to the next site, site Sk. We claim that this is an impossible situation since the good 
site, Sj, must issue new good site updates and then wait for 2 time periods for late 
requests. In the worst case, the late request from S; would be received by Sj just before 
Sj sent the token to the first site on the token queue.
6 .3 .3  F a ir n e s s
Fairness deals with favoring some sites over other sites in the selection of which sites 
are allowed to execute their critical sections and in what order. Clearly this algorithm is 
fair and does not favor any site over any other sites in granting the critical section. This 
can be seen in the way that requests are received and placed onto the token queue. Token 
requests end up on the token queue in the exact order that the good site received them. 
Token requests are serviced in a first-come-first-served manner which is fair.
6 .4  P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a l y sis
Performance is measured as the average number of messages required per critical
section execution.
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The number of messages required per critical section is easily derived. We first 
introduce the notion of a cycle. A cycle begins when the good site picks a new good site 
and ends when the new good site finally receives the token and executes it’s own critical 
section. During a cycle, good site update messages are sent, the 2 time period wait is 
executed, and the token is sent to all of the sites on the token queue up to and including 
the new good site. Notice that the end of one cycle is the beginning of the next cycle and 
that the algorithm can be viewed as executing one cycle after another.
THEOREM 6.1: The number of messages per critical section execution in the
distributed k  mutual exclusion algorithm is (nlm)+2.
PROOF: We examine one cycle and compute the average number of
messages required per critical section for that cycle. We assume 
that there are n sites in the distributed system and we let m be the 
number of token requests on the token queue at the beginning of 
the cycle. We will assume that m>0 since m=0 implies that no 
sites are on the token queue. It is obvious that m<n since each site 
can only send one request. Site S; will be designated as the good 
site that starts this particular cycle and site Sj will be designated as 
the new good site which will end the cycle.
Site S; begins the cycle by picking Sj as the new good site. We note
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that Sj is the last of m sites on the token queue. Therefore, there 
must have been m requests sent to 5, in order for m requests to be 
on the token queue. S-t then sends new good site update messages 
to all sites not on the token queue. Since there are m sites on the 
token queue, we know that n-m sites are not on the token queue. 
Therefore n-m new good site update messages are sent by S,. After 
5, waits for 2 time periods, it sends the token to the first site which 
executes its critical section and sends it on. The token is sent in 
turn to each of the m sites on the token queue and eventually is 
sent to Sj which executes its critical section and ends the cycle.
Each site that received the token during the cycle also is required 
to send a release message to the k h site on the token queue. 
Therefore there are m release messages sent.
At this point we can count the total number of messages that have 
been sent during this cycle and divide by the number of critical 
sections that were executed to get the average number of messages 
required per critical section. There were m token requests, n-m 
good site update messages, m token passes, and m release 
messages. This adds up to m+(n-m)+m+m messages or n+2m 
messages. There were m critical sections executed. Therefore, the
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average number of messages per critical section is (n+2m)/m or 
(n/m)+2. □
The explanation of the performance is that our algorithm improves as the number of 
requests for the token increase. If very few sites are requesting the token at any given 
time, our algorithm will require on the order of n messages per critical section execution. 
However, as token requests increase, fewer messages per critical section execution are 
required. For example, if 1 out of every 10 sites are requesting the critical section, our 
algorithm requires 12 messages per critical section. If 1 out of every 5 sites are requesting 
the critical section, only 7 messages per critical section are required. In the extreme case 
of every site requesting the critical section, only 3 messages are required per critical 
section.
C h a p t e r  7
C o n c l u s io n
We now conclude this thesis by summarizing the major points and providing some 
directions for future research.
7.1 S u m m a r y
In this thesis we have presented a survey of the major distributed mutual exclusion 
algorithms as well as three new ones. We have seen that there are two major classes of 
distributed mutual exclusion algorithms; token based and response based. Token based 
algorithms use a single token message. The site that possesses the token is allowed to 
enter the critical section.
Reply based algorithms require a site to receive a response message for each critical 
section request that they send out. Requests are sent out to all sites or some subset of the 
sites in the distributed system.
We have presented three new algorithms for achieving mutual exclusion in a distributed 
system. They are all token based. The first two achieve one mutual exclusion while the 
third achieves k  mutual exclusion.
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The algorithms presented make use of a token queue. A site requesting the token sends 
a single request to a "good site" which stores the request in a local queue of requests. 
When the token arrives, the local queue is appended to the token queue. All sites that are 
not on the token queue are informed to update their "good site" to the last site on the 
token queue. The token is then sent to the first site on the token queue followed by the 
second and the third and so on. Each site that receives the token removes itself from the 
token queue, executes the critical section, and sends the token to the first site on the token 
queue.
The performance of the algorithms improve as the number of requests on the token 
queue increases. The reason behind this is that fewer good site update messages must be 
sent while more sites receive the token. The algorithm presented in chapter 5 improves 
from n messages per critical section in the light token request scenario to 2 messages per 
critical section in the extremely heavy token request scenario. The k mutual exclusion 
algorithm in chapter 6 improves to 3 messages per critical section in the extremely heavy 
token request scenario.
The best algorithm presented in the survey of chapter 2 was log(n). It must be noted, 
however, that the algorithms surveyed in chapter 2 consistently performed well while the 
new algorithms presented perform well in the heavy environment only. The advantage 
behind this strategy is that when token requests are infrequent, it doesn’t matter as much 
how many messages are being sent. As demand for the token rises, we want to curtail
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messages. As it turns out, a fairly constant number of messages are required per cycle in 
our algorithms. The variable is the number of critical sections that are to be served. With 
a constant number of messages and an increased number of token requests, the number 
of requests per critical section drops.
7 .2  F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h
Research into mutual exclusion Algorithms in distributed systems has proceeded along 
two fronts, the study of Token-Based algorithms and the study of Response-Based 
algorithms. Although several algorithms for each group have been suggested in the 
literature, none of these provide optimal performance in all cases of request traffic. Our 
work in this area has raised several intriguing open questions.
1 Could there be a token based distributed mutual exclusion algorithm which
performs optimally in all cases of request traffic?
2 Could there be a token based distributed mutual exclusion algorithm which
has a constant time in all cases of request traffic?
3 Could there be a response based distributed mutual exclusion algorithm
which approaches the optimal performance of two messages per critical 
section as our algorithm does?
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Our work leaves much room for future research. Although deadlock detection and 
correction is fast becoming a separate field by itself, we note that distributed algorithms 
should be modified to avoid or correct such a condition. Another major area of research 
involves detection and recovery of site failures. For example, how is site failure detected 
and quantified? Was the token at the site that failed? Is the site that failed on the token 
queue? What should a site that has just recovered initialize to? These are all questions 
that are worthy of further work in this area.
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